
Q1 With regards to "An Evening with Daniel Dale: My Life as a
Washington Correspondent", please identify your level of satisfaction with
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# COMMENTS (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 He obviously enjoyed being there - it showed 5/8/2018 10:38 PM

2 He spoke quickly and voice also muffled by microphone. 5/7/2018 11:40 AM

3 Excellent!!! 5/7/2018 8:02 AM

4 Delivery was rushed. 5/7/2018 6:59 AM

5 Spoke a bit Quickly 5/6/2018 8:48 PM

6 Excellent presentation. 5/6/2018 7:10 PM

7 Quite engaging 5/6/2018 5:54 PM

8 needs to reorganize his thoughts 5/6/2018 12:05 PM

9 Once the tech issues with the mic were resolved by using the dais mic, the dais should have been
repositioned to enable Daniel to see the screen

5/5/2018 8:46 PM

10 very relevant and enjoyable content, style and delivery 5/5/2018 4:01 PM

11 He should speak a bit slower. 5/5/2018 12:14 PM

12 Daniel's presentation was exceptional. It was good to sit and listen to someone that I think highly of
for the work he has done. I read the Star and look forward to reading whatever he writes. It is
always interesting and helps me keep up with the Trump fake lies.

5/5/2018 11:44 AM

13 Very informative and entertaining! 5/5/2018 11:18 AM
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14 Daniel was funny and informative. I loved his stories. It was too bad his microphone didn’t work
properly.

5/5/2018 9:36 AM

15 Interesting and informative talk from the ‘inside’ Certainly deeper information beyond what’s
online, television and newspaper.

5/5/2018 9:30 AM

16 Microphones should be checked out beforehand. 5/5/2018 8:55 AM

17 Very informative & extremely interesting Well presented with the right level of humour 5/5/2018 7:02 AM

18 Very bias view. When someone at question period spoke about other side, he was booed and
Dale did not address

5/5/2018 4:20 AM

19 Very enjoyable. 5/5/2018 12:04 AM

20 Knowledgeable, timely and thoroughly engaging 5/4/2018 11:38 PM

21 To have a journalist on the Washington beat, who is an expert in dealing with crazy elected
officials, was electrifying. I enjoyed it immensely.

5/4/2018 11:00 PM

22 Delightful and insightful 5/4/2018 10:36 PM

23 Daniel id an excellent speaker ...informative and entertaining. 5/4/2018 10:26 PM

24 I realize Daniel belongs to the younger generation with a typically faster paced speech pattern,
particularly when reading from notes.. .. if he had spoken somewhat slower, perhaps only referred
to his notes occasionally, it would have allowed me to understand 100 % instead of perhaps only
85 % ... though it was still worthwhile and very interesting.

5/4/2018 10:01 PM

25 Daniel's lecture and presentation were excellent. The sound system is really awful and it was
clearly a technical problem with the microphone and the loudspeakers. I cannot understand why
you have not been able to recognize the problem and do something about it!

5/4/2018 10:00 PM

26 He was wonderful. Informative humourous and eloquent. 5/4/2018 9:58 PM

27 Spoke a little too fast at times 5/4/2018 9:55 PM

28 He seemed rushed, bit otherwise was engaging, analytical, interesting and really fun. 5/4/2018 9:52 PM

29 very interesting, spoke a little too fast 5/4/2018 9:45 PM

30 He's da best and as his mother I am totally unbiased. Thank you for having Daniel speak. I could
listen to that boy day and night. Thank you for all the work you put into the night. And thanks Fran
for being a great MC and arranger.

5/4/2018 9:38 PM

Q2 Would you be interested in hearing Daniel Dale present again in the
future?
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63.64% 63

30.30% 30

6.06% 6

TOTAL 99

# COMMENTS DATE

1 If you can book him in future! 5/5/2018 11:44 AM

2 For sure but only if the content is slightly different 5/5/2018 11:38 AM

3 Yes, the Trump story continues. 5/5/2018 9:36 AM

4 I follow Daniel with his newspaper articles. Think he is a good journalist but unfortunately not so
good a a speaker.

5/5/2018 8:37 AM

5 with new material 5/5/2018 7:02 AM

6 Take him every time you can get him. Experts in his field (who also happened to be his
competitors), follow him.

5/4/2018 11:00 PM

7 After the election in November. he can then comment on what went wrong. 5/4/2018 10:00 PM

8 Please have him back! 5/4/2018 9:58 PM

9 bring my boy home anytime 5/4/2018 9:38 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES
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Q3 Overall, I would rate the event with Daniel Dale on May 3rd as:
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53.54% 53

TOTAL 99

# COMMENTS DATE

1 Couple of things: First, I believe shortage of time or possibly, nerves, or a combination, Daniel
spoke very quickly. Given he also has a soft voice when he speaks, at times I would have
suggested he slow down his rate - he’s way too interesting to miss any of it. Through no fault of is
own, his walk-about headset mic did not work as happens at the centre and unfortunately he
ended up joined at the hip so to speak at the podium mic. This was undesirable for several reasons
one of which being that it separated him from easy visual access to his slides so several times his
slides were out of sync to where his presentation was. He took it in stride and kept his cool - well
done and thanks for not getting angry like some speakers have. He was very good about it, didn’t
miss a beat and carried right on - a non-plussed pleasant professional! I’d suggest that when he
wants to show tweets on Twitter that he enlarge the text significantly and perhaps highlight
significant excerpts since some of them were simply impossible to make out due to so much small
text. They were very hard to read, so maybe work on making those visuals easier for the audience
to read - however, as for CONTENT, we applaud his honesty and integrity for including the tweets
he did - another demonstration of his personal honesty and integrity in his field which has been
under such US administrative targetted unconstutional attack! Kudos to Daniel for not focussing on
that but rather on fact finding and getting the truth out there in the face of the fake news agenda
surrounding him and others in the media! Lastly, what an authentic gentleman he is. Being a local
fellow and also Canadian - he makes us feel proud of our Canadian way of seeing things that he
represents in what he chooses to write about as well the work he is doing as a reporter finding his
angles & perspectives in his own right - getting the truth out there by fact checking when other
media choose to lie or hide or disguise or omit it. So thanks Daniel you’re doing a great job very
well! It was an honour for us!

5/7/2018 1:19 PM

2 Very good topic and speaker, most enjoyable 5/7/2018 10:12 AM

3 Loved his stories. 5/5/2018 4:24 PM

4 Daniel was informative, humorous, a good story-teller while also being reflective on the lessons he
was learning from the people he met and reported on. I felt I was there with him on those
encounters with the Fords and the Trump supporters. Excellent presentation!

5/5/2018 2:19 PM

5 He was well prepared and had a nice casual style. 5/5/2018 9:36 AM

6 Fun presentation. He made it personal somewhat 5/5/2018 4:20 AM

7 Fabulous. And I don’t say that lightly. 5/4/2018 11:00 PM

8 Loved everything, except for the hurried speech 5/4/2018 10:01 PM

9 was mostly about Trump and would like to hear other news events 5/4/2018 9:45 PM

Excellent

Q4 Would you be interested in attending another evening event (different
speaker/topic) in the future? (check all that apply)

Answered: 94 Skipped: 6
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90.43% 85

50.00% 47

43.62% 41

6.38% 6

Total Respondents: 94  

# COMMENTS DATE

1 of course depends on topic 5/6/2018 12:05 PM

2 In the fall. 5/5/2018 2:19 PM

3 Doesn't matter when to me. 5/5/2018 11:44 AM

4 Happier with daytime events. 5/5/2018 8:55 AM

5 only reason is for us personally it was too difficult to get there in time. Enjoy afternoon lecture
series

5/5/2018 8:37 AM

6 Any time 5/5/2018 12:08 AM

7 Absolutely! Great idea. 5/4/2018 9:45 PM
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No
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Q5 If TLL holds another evening event, what topics are you most
interested in? (e.g. Canadian issues, international issues, US politics,

humanitarian issues, social issues, the environment, travel hot spots, the
economy, technology, social media, the future, etc. - feel free to be more

specific or add other topics)
Answered: 52 Skipped: 48

# RESPONSES DATE
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1 Future, international issues, health advances 5/8/2018 10:38 PM

2 Canadian issues, social issues, technology, social media 5/7/2018 10:51 PM

3 Cyber Crime and how to protect oneself 5/7/2018 1:57 PM

4 International issues 5/7/2018 12:18 PM

5 Humanitarian, social justice, environmental and green 5/7/2018 11:52 AM

6 Canadian issues 5/7/2018 9:13 AM

7 Social issues 5/7/2018 8:02 AM

8 Social, Technology, The Future. 5/7/2018 6:59 AM

9 All of the above, life after 60++ 5/6/2018 11:50 PM

10 Canadian issues and the economy 5/6/2018 7:10 PM

11 canadian issues 5/6/2018 11:49 AM

12 Social media, Canadian issues 5/6/2018 10:33 AM

13 Politics 5/6/2018 8:20 AM

14 Politics 5/6/2018 7:30 AM

15 Travel hotspots for zoomer singles 5/5/2018 8:50 PM

16 Technology 5/5/2018 6:32 PM

17 Travel Hot Spots, International Issues and Canadian Issues 5/5/2018 4:24 PM

18 all could be interesting topics 5/5/2018 2:54 PM

19 Canadian aboriginal issues, global politics, space exploration...oh heavens, I love it all! 5/5/2018 2:19 PM

20 Can issues 5/5/2018 12:41 PM

21 Canadian and International issues, including US, economy, technology, social issues 5/5/2018 12:38 PM

22 any or all 5/5/2018 11:50 AM

23 any of the above 5/5/2018 11:44 AM

24 Social media, technology 5/5/2018 11:40 AM

25 All of the above 5/5/2018 11:38 AM

26 Environment, US politics, women's issues, technology and its affect on children 5/5/2018 11:18 AM

27 Any topic except travel 5/5/2018 9:36 AM

28 Like all your suggestions 5/5/2018 8:46 AM

29 Travel 5/5/2018 8:38 AM

30 humanitarian issues. travel hot spots 5/5/2018 8:07 AM

31 the eenvironment 5/5/2018 7:02 AM

32 All 5/5/2018 6:58 AM

33 History, politics, social 5/5/2018 4:20 AM

34 US politics, the econmy, the future for seniors 5/5/2018 12:39 AM

35 Canadian, US and International Issues 5/5/2018 12:08 AM

36 Humanitarian, social, & Canadian issues. 5/5/2018 12:04 AM

37 Health and medicine; science technology; 5/4/2018 11:38 PM

38 (They All sound good). Health, the future 5/4/2018 11:20 PM

39 Canadian politics our national debt. 5/4/2018 11:11 PM

40 Social issues 5/4/2018 11:08 PM

41 Open to any topic with an informed, articulate speaker. 5/4/2018 11:07 PM
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42 US politics. Bernie Sanders. James Comey. Or ask Daniel Dale a few more times. 5/4/2018 11:00 PM

43 Political and economic issues my preference - Canada and US 5/4/2018 10:36 PM

44 Canadian and social issues 5/4/2018 10:26 PM

45 Environmental impacts on our health, travel hot spots, the future, Torontonian Canadian and
International issues,

5/4/2018 10:01 PM

46 All of the above 5/4/2018 10:01 PM

47 Most things political—domestic or national 5/4/2018 9:55 PM

48 Sports 5/4/2018 9:52 PM

49 A great speaker on any of the above 5/4/2018 9:50 PM

50 international issues, travel hot spots, humanitarian issues, social issues 5/4/2018 9:45 PM

51 United Nations, Korea, China, Environment, Canadian economy, social media, futurist, 5/4/2018 9:38 PM

52 Lots of stuff 5/4/2018 9:38 PM

Q6 Any other comments about the speaker, the event, the venue,
recommended speakers, or anything else related to TLL.

Answered: 32 Skipped: 68

# RESPONSES DATE

1 See above, thanks! 5/7/2018 1:19 PM

2 The distance from my home is a bit of an issue but would reattened for a good topic/speaker 5/7/2018 12:18 PM

3 I wish you would have a regular series in the evening for people who work. 5/7/2018 10:12 AM

4 The event was great just a thought in your survey add a number like 1 to 5 and ask the question
with 1 very satisfied and 5 not satisfied or vis versa how do you feel about...... its a little more
instructive and may reduce errors in people selecting as I almost did. Maybe it’s just me! But give it
some thought

5/6/2018 11:50 PM

5 The electronic setup should be checked before each presentation. This seems to be a regular
problem.

5/6/2018 7:10 PM

6 Good job 5/6/2018 5:54 PM

7 It is so nice to see and young, articulate Canadian young man do so well in the USA.
Congratulations to Daniel for doing such a great job and for distinguishing himself from other
American reports.

5/5/2018 4:24 PM

8 Mission for TLL could be to provide a forum for Thornhill/York Region residents who have
contributed to the arts, social issues, etc. (Craig and Mark Kielburger come to mind)

5/5/2018 2:54 PM

9 This season...Daniel Dale and the last speaker (on Canada)..were the most disciplined and
informative speakers...for me. Keep up the good work!

5/5/2018 2:19 PM

10 Everything was great. We really enjoyed the evening. 5/5/2018 12:38 PM

11 Venue seats were a bit squishy, making it not the most comfortable. A little more room to breathe
would have been good! But still a great talk!

5/5/2018 11:38 AM

12 It was great - first time I had ever attended. Well organized 5/5/2018 11:18 AM

13 You should limit the amount of tickets people can get. Maybe four maximum 5/5/2018 10:34 AM

14 This was the first lecture I attended and I was really impressed with the event. 5/5/2018 9:36 AM

15 Parking was an issue...it appeared that the outdoor lot wasn't available which caused problems
and delays.

5/5/2018 9:31 AM

16 I prefer the question format used at the afternoon lectures. 5/5/2018 8:55 AM
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17 I found Daniel Dale spoke very quickly making it hard to absorb all his information. 5/5/2018 8:07 AM

18 ... his mother must be proud! 5/5/2018 7:02 AM

19 Would love to hear prof at u of t jordon Peterson Not sure can get such popular speaker. May need
larger venue

5/5/2018 4:20 AM

20 An entertaining lecture. Not as stimulating or as educational as the ones offered at the afternoon
sessions.

5/5/2018 3:22 AM

21 Wonderful venue! 5/5/2018 12:08 AM

22 Accessing parking was a real issue. Attendant entry gate was a huge bottleneck and cars were
lined up all the way down the street just to turn into the grounds. Once inside the grounds, access
to the underground parking was also very slow - only one gate in operation. I got there quite early
and still wondered if I was going to be on time. Others may not have fared as well if they arrived at
7:15 and found HUGE lineups of cars.

5/4/2018 11:38 PM

23 Content did not hold attention. 5/4/2018 11:20 PM

24 Excellent venue. However, the event that was taking place in the next room was a bit loud. 5/4/2018 11:08 PM

25 Thoroughly enjoying the Thursday afternoon series. Find the venue comfortable and the sessions
very well organized. The evening session did not ask for written questions. This gave some of the
audience members a forum to take the stage and offer personal opinions. Would rather just hear
from the speaker.

5/4/2018 11:07 PM

26 There’s no subject I’m more interested in than Trump (hate him, but he’s the biggest political story
since Watergate - which I followed closely).

5/4/2018 11:00 PM

27 Parking at evening lecture was a problem compared to how easy it is for daytime lectures. 5/4/2018 10:50 PM

28 Enjoyable, thanks! 5/4/2018 10:01 PM

29 Access from the street/parking was a real pain. Excellent speakers/emcees 5/4/2018 9:55 PM

30 SRC needs a better speaker platform! 5/4/2018 9:50 PM

31 Informative and extremely well presented! 5/4/2018 9:48 PM

32 Better parking access. 5/4/2018 9:38 PM
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